
Minutes of Sunderland Liaison Group Meeting with SAFC 

Venue:  Black Cat House 

Date: Thursday 23rd February 2017 at 5.30pm 

Attendees:  

SAFC:  Martin Bain, Louise Wanless, Chris Waters 

SLG Members:  Steve Dean, Paul Andrew, Kevin Charlton, Bob Edwards, David Gardner, James 

Smallwood, Jan Turner (Minutes) 

Introduction 

Martin Bain introduced to new SLG members.  Paul Andrew then started proceedings by addressing 

the agenda items. 

1. January Transfer Window 

MB was asked if he was satisfied with the dealings in the recent transfer window. MB said that it had 

been difficult and his feeling was that the next two would also be tricky not only from a financial 

aspect but also regarding future planning. The sale of PVA was a “football decision”, it produced a 

good fee and was the right thing to do. It is proving difficult to get players to come to Sunderland.  

2. Football Strategy  

MB confirmed that The Director of Football model is not currently suitable for SAFC. With MB as 

CEO, Simon Wilson has responsibility for overall strategic football development through the 

academy. Jimmy Sinclair is now Academy manager after a selection process. Elliott Dickman and 

Mark Atkinson have taken on bigger coaching roles with the development teams, in line with the 

club’s aim of promoting talent from within. 

MB said that the academy has Category 1 status and possibility for the future could be the 

development of SAFC “satellite academies” located throughout the country.  We, SAFC, need a 

network to reach out and to have a ring fenced budget, to be thought of as an investment, to 

acquire talent at 16/17 years of age. 

3. Financial Planning 

PA posed the question as to where the club is now regarding possible sale of the club and the 

implications that relegation might have. MB confirmed that Ellis Short will look at any potential 

buyer, as anybody would, but will only sell if it is in the best interests of SAFC going forward. 

Obviously the finances would be more difficult if we were in a lower division.  MB pointed out that 

he did not come as a “hired gun” but it is his intention to make the business ‘leaner and meaner’ and 

develop a long-term strategy. 

4. SAFC Ladies Team 



David Gardner who runs the SAFC Ladies supporters group and has a long allegiance with the ladies 

team, posed the question as to how the decision to make the players all part time and to cut 

financial backing had been reached. MB said that at the present time hard financial decisions were 

having to be made and that whilst he fully buys into the ladies team and its benefits but at the 

moment, priorities were around the core business. LW said that a statement would be issued 

regarding the SAFC Ladies Team. 

5. Close season/pre season 

All present at the meeting agreed that the open training session on Monday 20th February had been 

a great success. PA asked if it could be repeated at places like Bishop Auckland/South Shields/ 

Spennymoor and take SAFC back into its “heartlands”? MB said that this was one of the things that 

the club and David Moyes wanted to do – to bring SAFC closer to the people and to encourage 

younger supporters. 

 MB also added that the players are already on a rota to attend events in the community. 

 On the question of pre-season, MB confirmed that there would be no long haul trips and that the 

intention was to arrange a higher profile home friendly game. 

6. Stadium 

PA mentioned that the Family zone was very successful and popular in terms of season tickets, and 

wondered if there was scope to extend it. MB will monitor take-up and consider options. 

 MB confirmed that a previous anomaly, raised by the SLG, was to be rectified. From next season            

(2017/2018) junior season tickets will be available for purchase in the North Stand. 

 Regarding away fans to be located pitch side MB said the safety authorities would be opposed to 

this.  

The Fanzone is to be discontinued after this season. 

PA said that the stadium catering experience could be more efficient and asked about the 

introduction of cash machines and contactless payments. LW said that this is being looked at. 

Consultation will take place at a subsequent match. 

KC pointed out that the U18 and other players sitting behind the dug-outs had been leaving early 

and could be seen to be doing so. MB and LW both said that this would be addressed immediately. 

The replacement of old seats in the stadium will continue but this is a long term costly project. 

7. Concerts 

There will be no concerts at the stadium in the immediate future as surprisingly they were not as 

profitable as people might have thought. MB said that we need to concentrate on football and 

improvements to the playing surface were also planned. 

 



8. AOB 

SD said that Michael Ganley would like to arrange a meeting with Martin Bain regarding the 

‘Sunderland Museum’. CW said that a date for a meeting with himself and LW has already been 

arranged, but SD stressed that MG particularly wanted a meeting with MB. 

PA praised the club’s social media improvements but said that there were still areas that needed to 

be improved, such as having a search facility for the web site. LW said head of IT was aware and was 

looking at the problem. 

JT asked about Season ticket renewals and prices for next season. MB said prices to be frozen again. 

KC asked if there was any possibility of 10 year season ticket. Not at the moment.  

 

Meeting closed at 7.10pm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


